TERMS &
CONDITIONS
Jenna Douglas Business
Spotlight Competition
1/ The promoter is SA Woman Australia, 141A Tapleys Hill
Road, Seaton SA.
2/ The competition is open to residents of South Australia
only.
3/ To enter, you must follow these entry rules for
Instagram or Facebook. Only one entry per person will be
accepted. This promotion is in no way sponsored,
endorsed, administered by or associated with Instagram or
Facebook.
On Instagram:
Follow SA Woman Australia (@sawomanaustralia) and
Jenna Douglas (@jenna_douglas) on Instagram.
You must also comment on the original Competition Post
on SA Woman Australia's Instagram account with the
handle of your business account and in 50 words or less,
give one reason why you would love to win this
competition.
Or on Facebook:
Follow SA Woman Australia
(facebook.com/sawomanaustralia) and
Jenna Douglas Human Design
(facebook.com/JennaDouglasHumanDesign) on Facebook.
You must also comment on the original Competition Post on
SA Woman Australia's Facebook page with the link to your
business' Facebook page and in 50 words or less, give one
reason why you would love to win this competition.
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4/ The competition begins on Wednesday June 23, 2021 at
9am ACST and entries close on Tuesday June 29, 2021 at
9pm ACST.
5/ The prize is: 1x Human Design reading, that must be
redeemed during July. Valued at $129.
Once you purchase your HD reading, there will be a 14 day
turn-around for the videos and your personalised reading
to land into your inbox. Visit jennadouglas.com/work-withme for full details.
The prize is as stated and no cash or alternatives will be
offered. The prize is not transferable.
6/ The winning entry will be chosen by random draw at
10am on Wednesday 30 June, 2021. Competition results will
be published on the SA Woman Australia Instagram
account and Facebook page.
7/ The winner will be notified via Direct Message to the
Instagram or Facebook account they have entered the
competition with. If there is no response after 7 days of
sending the Direct Message, the promoter reserves the
right to redraw the prize and notify a new winner.
8/ The Winner will be given contact details in order to
redeem their prize from Jenna Douglas.
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